OFFICERS OF THE LAW SWOOP DOWN UPON JAPANESE LOTTERY BUNKO SCHEME AND ARREST ART PROMOTERS

JAPS LOTTERY OUT $2,000 BY CLOSED SWINDLE

Word and Two Deputies Arrest Those Conducting Drawing of Japanese Art Admirers' Society at Fair.

Angry Women Preparing to Mob Clock When Officers Appear—Fur Official Confused for Inducing Scheme. Whole Had Been Promised Take by Leading Oriental.

Railroad connection at Fair; refused Art.

Dafa his he get lotteray.

Early.


SIX LIVES LOST IN FALL FROM SWING HOTEL FIRE

Flame Lodging House at Little Rock Goes Up in Flames Early This Morning.

Many Rooms Injured Leaping from Windows

All Who Escaped Were Cleared Only in Their Night Clothes—Three Bodies Recovered Burned Beyond Recognition.

Six Lives Lost in Fall from Swing Hotel Fire


WHEAT PIT SCENE OF FLURRY

Wheat Pit Scene of Flurry

The British government has proposed a world-wide plan for the stabilization of wheat prices. It has been suggested that a world-wide plan for the stabilization of wheat prices could be achieved by a system of buying and selling wheat on a world-wide scale. The plan would be administered by an international body, such as the United Nations, and would be based on the principle of supply and demand. The plan would be administered by an international body, such as the United Nations, and would be based on the principle of supply and demand. The plan would be administered by an international body, such as the United Nations, and would be based on the principle of supply and demand.